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About This Game

Akuatica integrated puzzles into action adventure. Below are some highlighted features;

Fast paced action encounters that require problem solving. With obvious clues.

Multiple environments. From shallow river, coral reefs, open sea to the abyssal depth.

Epic bosses and dozens of unique enemies.

Meticulously sculpted visual style.
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Title: Akuatica
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tianyu Studio
Publisher:
Tianyu Studio
Release Date: 27 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8 ,10

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Generic or integrated graphics cards.

DirectX: Version 8.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: Generic or integrated sound cards.

English,French,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Love the bold style but it's too hard to be enjoyed.. How do you get past the Fishing Boat, blowing up ther bubbles just ends up
with the man rerpairing the boat fast then you can damage it.. I waited a long time for this game to come out and I have to say
I'm very dissapointed. It looks really nice and controls decent, but the puzzles didn't make me feel accomplished for figuring
them out and more often than not was making me mad and confused. Most of the puzzles aren't even logical or fun at all, and
mainly concentrate on precise execution and trial and error, which causes rage quits. The first time I got stumped for an hour
was actually because they failed to explain the charge control (used with spacebar) while the rest can be controlled using only
the mouse? Be ready to retry long puzzles over and over again because they surprise you with something you couldn't have
known about near the end. This is the worst form of trial and error and I highly recommend you keep yourself from this bucket
of stress.. Running into the first obstacle forcing you to google a solution after 1 minute of gameplay is bad. How do you get
past the Fishing Boat, blowing up ther bubbles just ends up with the man rerpairing the boat fast then you can damage it.. I like
the concept behind the game, looks great but the major problem I find is having no controller support, which is essential for
some players like me.
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This game is a sideways scrolling game where you need to avoid the obstacles, zap the larger fish and solve the puzzles. This is a
fish in the ocean, but could as well be a spaceship shooting astroids.

The game is a mixture of figuring out the puzzle and do the right steering. The puzzle-part is fine, the steeering-part is awful.
Even though you have figured out the puzzle you have to try again and again by trail and error to get the timing just right. That
is very frustrating and will make you leave the game very soon.

The graphic is gothic/grey style and look beautiful. The stability of the game is solid. The sound and music is fine.

Bad stuff:
To much trail and error, timing and reflexes. Its very frustrating. You often have to do it over and over maybe 20 times
To much loading time when you die
Not able to put a puzzle on hold and try the next

Good stuff:
Nice graphics, gothic/grey style
Fine puzzles
Nice menues
Stable game, no crashes

Improvement suggestions:
Reduce loading time when you die
Reduce the trail and error

Conclusion:
The game have a nice graphic touch and stability, nicely layed out menues, and fine puzzles. But the steering is just bad. Not so
much the mouse and keyboard, but the timing, the luck, and the endless trail and error, and then the loading times. I almost left
at the first puzzle and thats sad because I just love puzzles and can sit for an hour to figure out a single puzzle. But to figure out
a puzzle and to hit the right key at just the right moment are two different things. I like the puzzle part, not the action part.

If you like trail and error, this is the game for you.. Love the bold style but it's too hard to be enjoyed.. Fun little game with a
very cool style! Check it out!. Hahahaha thats so funny lmao
level of humor like wtf
bruh. I really like the clean look of the game.

Unfortunately, I'm not much of a fan of the controls, which make the game more difficult than it already is. The puzzles can
take quite a while to figure out and will often need very quick reflexes, which can be rather frustrating at times (read: most of
the time). Gameplay can then basically be summed up as dying over and over and over until you figure out what you're supposed
to do and then dying over and over and over trying to successfully execute the solution.

Still, I do like the frequent "boss fights" and when I haven't died 22 times in a row without an inkling as to what to do the game
can be quite enjoyable. Come into the game thinking of it as Dark Souls with fish and you'll probably enjoy your time.. I'm
enjoying it alot. Love the artwork and music. Nice how they don't hold your hand and show you how to do things . Now to make
me up a template so i can use my Steam Controller :). + Nice Graphics
+ Good Soundtrack
+ Challenging puzzles

~ No controller support

- Sometimes it's a bit frustrating, when you don't know what to do

8\/10

If you like hard puzzle games, then this one is for you.. I like the concept behind the game, looks great but the major problem I
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find is having no controller support, which is essential for some players like me.. Very good looking game with unusual
gameplay that gives you a very cool feeling while you play it! Also, you are a fish that shoots lightning:) 8/10

My playing this game on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-A31JdkrgQ. Yeah, I think I should have passed on
this one. I just can not get into it. I am unsure if I can put my finger on it, but to me it just feels abit unforgiving. Part puzzle
part action game, only there is no real direction on what you are suppose to do and most of the time there is no time to
experiment to find out because you die so easily. And when you do figure it out, your reward is the next puzzle boss. There is no
gameplay in between. Maybe that is what I am missing, "level style" game play that prepares you for the next puzzle. I enjoy a
good puzzle game but this one just dosen't keep me interested enough to keep trying. It IS NOT A BAD GAME. The artwork is
unique and the music fits the style, the controls...click there swim there.. are ok. I feel like I am breaking up with someone I
really just didn't dig....It's not you it's me.
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